
STELLENBOSCH MODEL AIRCRAFT ACADEMY
ABBREVIATED     RULES         AND     REGULATIONS  

This abbreviated set of Rules and Regulations must be adhered to by every RC Pilot
who uses this facility.
A comprehensive set of Rules and Regulations are available at request and 
www.smaa.co.za    -- A “I did not know” response will not be accepted.
RCASA:          Only Pilots with a valid RCASA Membership are allowed to fly at this facility.
OPERATING       TIMES:   between 08:00 and sundown every day (NO flying before 08:00)
PROFICIENCY: To fly on your own, a RCASA Solo proficiency is required. You are
however allowed to fly under the supervision of a Pilot with an Advanced Pilot or better
RCASA proficiency rating
LANDING   FEES:       A landing fee receipt – use the SnapScan QR Code at the bottom of this 
notice.  RCASA Membership or SMAA year permit must be produced on request
FLYING       CIRCUIT  : As soon as two planes are in the air, only circuit flying is allowed. The
prevailing wind will determine the direction of the circuit and the runway to use.
Circuit changing allowed after Safety Officer and all Pilots agree thereto.
NO         FLY         ZONES:  


Absolutely NO flying over any buildings and/or dwellings
Within 10 meters from the furthest side of the runway in use except on take offs
and landings




Behind or directly above yourself
Beyond the boundaries of the farm or out of sight of any Pilot

Failure         to         adhere         to         the         no flying     zones         will     result         in         an immediate         grounding  
NOISE     POLUTION         LIMITS  : A noise emitting limit of 90dB (A) over a hard surface at a
distance of 7 meters at full throttle must not be exceeded. Planes that exceed this limit
according to a SMAA official, will be grounded for the day.
COURTESY:





Make sure your peg is on the frequency board before switching on your TX
Pilots using 2.4 GHz are requested to use the Frequency Board as well
Do not start a plane with tail pointing to the pit area, fellow Pilots, shades and/or
spectators





Adhere to calls from other Pilots using the facility
Glider Tug/launching lines must not be left on the runways
Do not consume alcohol before and during flying (Please Support 
Restaurants on the farm after flying.
● Do not hug a frequency other than 2.4Mhz for longer 
than 20 minute at a time

http://www.smaa.co.za/

